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Scrap Fest 2012           Featuring: Olde Curiosity Shoppe

Products and supplies list:

“Counting Down”  #4500426  - 2  Sheets
“Race For Time”  #4500431 -  2 Sheets
“Mercurial Masterpiece”  #4500425     
“Optical Oddities”  #4500430  
“Olde Curiosity Shoppe”  #4500424
“Parlor Wall”  #4500429         
“Bazaar of Wonders”  #4500435 - 3 Sheets
“Genuine Article”  #4500434 
“Butterfly Specifics”  #4500432
Olde Curiosity Shoppe Chipboard 2  #4500437
Graphic 45 Metal Door Plate/Knob – Geometric 
#4500298
Graphic 45 Metal Tag Staples  #4500301
Graphic 45 Alphabet Sticker Staples  #4500235
Signature Series - Venetian Lace - 4 Sheets
Signature Series - Photogenic - 2 Sheets
May Arts Ribbon  - EA10 4/8” Black – 10”
May Arts Ribbon – SK10 1/8” Black Silk – 12”
Photo Corners - 4

Tools list:

Colorbox Decades Ink - Photogenic
Hole Punch
Paper Piercer
Paper Trimmer
Martha Stewart Crafts Loop Punch
Dimensional Foam Adhesive
Scissors
Dry  Adhesive Runner
Quick Dry Liquid Adhesive or Glue Dots
EK Success Fancy Photo Corner Punch- 1.5”
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Instructions
1.  Cut 2 sheets of Venetian Lace cardstock 
to 11 !” x11 !”, Ink edges and adhere 
each to “Counting Down.”

2.  Using two 12” x 8” strips cut from “Ba-
zaar of Wonders,” punch edges of adhere to 
the center of each page.

 

3.  Adhere two 12” x 6” strips cut from 
“Mercurial Masterpiece” to the center of 
“Bazaar of Wonders” punched strips.

4.  Cut one 5 "” x 7 "” mat and two 4 "” 
x 6 "” mats from “Photogenic” cardstock

5.  Using one 5 !” x 7 !” mat and two 4 
!” x 6 !” mats cut from “Venetian Lace” 
cardstock, ink edges and adhere to black 
mats.

6.  Using one 5 #” x 7 #” mat and two 4 
#” x 6 #” mats cut from “Race for Time”, 
ink edges and adhere to ivory mats.

Right Page
1.  Adhere 4” x 6” mats to the upper left 
and lower right corner of the page.  

2.  Cut image of woman from “Olde Curi-
osity Shoppe” and adhere to the center of 
your page using foam squares.

3.  Cut 2 butterflies from “Butterfly Spe-
cifics” and adhere to the top right side of 
the page.

4.  Add photo corners to each mat. If you 
do not have a photo with you, you can 
add them later.
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Left Page
1.  Adhere 4” x 12” strip of “Optical Oddities” 
1 !” from the left side of the left page.

4.  Add metal door plate to the left side of 
your photo mat.  You will use the brads includ-
ed in the package.  Do not add the knob until 
step 6.

5.  Adhere chipboard lock image below the 
door knob.

6.  Tie the 12” piece of 1/8” ribbon to the back 
of the door knob and attach the knob to the 
plate. Tie a tag to each end of the ribbon.  

7.  Cut 2 butterflies from “Butterfly Specifics” 
and adhere one to the center of each tag.

8.  Cut the Create eye chart from “Bazaar 
of Wonders”, punch hole and add a 5” piece 
of ribbon. Adhere to the lower right side of 
the photo mat.  If you do not have a photo 
with you, you can glue one side of the eye 
chart so you can add your photo later. 

9.  Add a 5” piece of ribbon to chipboard 
tag and adhere to the right side of the eye 
chart.

10.  Cut key image from “Parlor Wall” and 
adhere across the center of the butterfly 
image on the chipboard tag.  Use a foam 
square on each end of the key.

11.  Add title using alphabet stickers to the 
top right corner of the page.
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